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Since 1947, the mysterious crash of an unidentified aircraft at Roswell, New Mexico, has fueled a firestorm of speculation and
controversy with no conclusive evidence of its extraterrestrial origin -- until now. Colonel Philip J. Corso (Ret.), a member of
President Eisenhower's National Security Council and former head of the Foreign Technology Desk at the U.S. Army's Research &
Development department, has come forward to tell the whole explosive story. Backed by documents newly declassified through
the Freedom of Information Act, Colonel Corso reveals for the first time his personal stewardship of alien artifacts from the crash,
and discloses the U.S. government's astonishing role in the Roswell incident: what was found, the cover-up, and how these alien
artifacts changed the course of 20th century history.
Exploring the difficulty in determining the true nature, method, scope, and motivation for Old Testament theology, this book
proposes the promise of God as the center of Old Testament theology and applies the solution to each of its eras.
This book is a study of seven very different churches in the New Testament period after the death of the apostles.
IS JESUS WHO YOU THINK HE IS? Perhaps you've heard the recent buzz about "alternative Christianities" and "new gospels."
Speculations have shown up in magazines, documentaries, popular fiction, and even on the big screen. Much of the controversy
stems from a library of ancient texts found at Nag Hammadi, Egypt. Now revolutionary questions about the Christian faith are
being raised as a result of these findings: Is Jesus truly a divine Savior or just a teacher of wisdom? Is orthodoxy a by-product of
third-century or fourth-century theologians? Did Judas betray Jesus because of evil intent or a request by Jesus? Does salvation
include the physical body or just the soul? Darrell L. Bock takes you on a tour of the new claims as well as the controversial
writings, examining their origins and comparing them with traditional sources. With discussion questions for group or individual
study at the end of each chapter, The Missing Gospels will help you understand the messages of all of these writings so you can
form your own opinion. This provocative work could even change what you believe!
In this highly original work, Elaine Pagels demonstrates how evidence from gnostic sources may challenge the assumption that
Paul writes his letters to combat "gnostic opponents" and to repudiate their claims to secret wisdom. Drawing upon evidence from
the gnostic exegesis of Paul, including several Nag Hammadi texts, the author examines how gnostic exegetes cite and interpret
key passages in the letters they consider Pauline-1 & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Hebrews.
Besides offering new insight into controversies over Paul in the second century, this analysis of gnostic exegesis suggests a new
perspective for Pauline study, challenging students and scholars to recognize the presuppositions-hermenuetical and theologicalinvolved in their own reading of Paul's letters. Elaine H. Pagels is the Harrington Spear Paine Professor of Religion at Princeton
University. She is the author of The Gnostic Gospels, which won the National Book Award and the National Book Critics Circle
Award, The Johannie Gospel in Gnostic Exegesis, Adam, Eve, and the Serpent, and the best-selling Beyond Belief: The Secret
Gospel of Thomas.
Philip Yancey has a way of confronting our most cherished--but misguided--notions about the Christian life. In The Bible Jesus
Read, Yancey challenges the perception that the New Testament is more important than the Old, that the Hebrew Scriptures aren't
worth the time they take to read and understand them. Writing as always with keen insight into the human condition and God’s
provision for it, Yancey debunks this theory once and for all. Yes, he agrees, the Old Testament can be baffling, boring, and even
offensive to the modern reader. But as he personally discovered, the Old Testament is full of rewards for the one who embraces its
riches. With his candid, signature style, Yancey unfolds his interactions with the Old Testament from the perspective of his own
deeply personal journey. From Moses, the amazing prince of Egypt, to the psalmists' turbulent emotions and the prophets' oddball
rantings, Yancey paints a picture of Israel's God--and ours--that fills in the blanks of a solely New Testament vision of the Almighty.
As he reconnects for us the strong, sinuous chords that bind the Old and New Testaments, Yancey reclaims the Reformers' deep
sense of unity between the two. Most important, he says, reading the Scriptures that Jesus so revered gives believers a profound
new understanding of Christ, the Cornerstone of the new covenant. "The more we comprehend the Old Testament," Yancey
writes, "the more we comprehend Jesus."
Many books have been written about the Bible, but few explain its origins. This updated volume of a classic work provides a
fascinating overview of how the Bible was produced (including a section on its authority and inspiration), copied, canonized, read
as sacred literature, and eventually translated into the languages of the world. This updated edition will also attend to recent
developments in the ever-changing world of contemporary English translations. An excellent resource for pastors, Bible teachers,
students, seminarians, and interested lay Christians, this book provides a wealth of information about the historical development of
the Bible.
The 'Apocalypse of Adam' was discovered among the papyri from the ancient gnostic library at Nag Hammadi, Egypt, in 1946. It is
a revelatory discourse that Adam delivers to his son Seth. This discourse is the fifth and final tractate in Nag Hammadi Codex V.
The manuscript is now in the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo (codex inv. no. 10548). In Part I of this significant treatment, Hedrick
analyzes the sources that lay behind this work, the redaction, and the main theological themes. In Part II, he provides the Coptic
text, translation, and notes on the complete text, broken down by Source A, Source B, and the Redactor's additions.
There are giants among us, passing largely unnoticed, intent on carrying out a secret plan to enslave all humanity. They may not
look like giants today, but their bloodlines extend all the way back to the Nephilim--the offspring of angels who mated with human
women--described in Genesis 6 when giants roamed the land. Gary Wayne, author of The Genesis 6 Conspiracy: How Secret
Societies and the Descendants of Giants Plan to Enslave Humankind, details the role of modern-day Nephilim in Satan's plan to
install the Antichrist at the End of Days. When God cast the angel Lucifer and his followers out of heaven, Lucifer set into motion a
scheme to ensure the Nephilim survived. Why? Because from the bloodlines of these Nephilim the Antichrist will come. To keep
his plan alive, Satan has enlisted the loyalty of secret societies such as the Freemasons, the Templars, and the Rosicrucians to
conspire in teaching a theology and a history of the world that is contrary to the biblical one. This Genesis 6 Conspiracy marches
toward the Great Tribulation, when the loyalty of the Terminal Generation--this generation--will be tested. The Bible, along with
many other ancient sources, clearly records the existence of giants. Wayne provides copious citations from many society insiders,
along with extensive Bible references, other religious references, and historical material to bolster his contention. What he
uncovers will astonish you--and it will challenge you to prepare for the fulfilling of God's promises.
At life’s many crossroads, the sacraments of the Church—Baptism, Confirmation, Confession, Holy Eucharist, Matrimony, Holy
Orders, and Anointing of the Sick—bring people into contact with the saving work of God. In this collection of homilies, Joseph
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Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) explains these celebrations of the Church and shows how they always offer an opportunity to
announce our faith in Christ and to deepen our understanding of it. Ratzinger endeavored as a theologian to develop an
understanding of the sacraments that would help to make participation in them, and in the Paschal Mystery, more fruitful. Many of
these homilies connect the sacraments with a profound interpretation of Scripture. The scriptural passages interpreted in each
homily are listed at the beginning of the chapter, so that this volume can also be used for scriptural meditation. Since the Church
herself is both a sacrament—that is, a sign of God’s saving action in the world—and the place where the sacraments take place,
two of the chapters are about the Church, the body of believers where God dwells.
Bored with their work, three Milanese editors cook up "the Plan," a hoax that connects the medieval Knights Templar with other
occult groups from ancient to modern times. This produces a map indicating the geographical point from which all the powers of
the earth can be controlled—a point located in Paris, France, at Foucault’s Pendulum. But in a fateful turn the joke becomes all too
real, and when occult groups, including Satanists, get wind of the Plan, they go so far as to kill one of the editors in their quest to
gain control of the earth.Orchestrating these and other diverse characters into his multilayered semiotic adventure, Eco has
created a superb cerebral entertainment.
Special Revelations from The Holy Essenes Fraternity Manuscripts: A) The Discovery of the Essenes Gospel of Peace B) The
True Gospel of The Essenes:The Gospel of the Twelve Saints
Important essays on Gnosis and Gnosticism. Contributors include Rudolph, Pagels, Grant, and Barrett.
A study of gnosticism examines the various ways early Christians strove to define themselves in a pluralistic Roman society, while
questioning the traditional ideas of heresy and orthodoxy that have previously influenced historians.

A classical 17th-century text of alchemy expertly translated from the Latin.
This book, based upon a Jordan Lecture in Comparative Religion of 1959, traces the development of mystical thought
during the formative periods of the Hindu and Muslim traditions. The religions are discussed separately but comparisons
are offered wherever appropriate. The part on Hinduism focuses on the classical Upanishads, the Yogasutras, the
Bhagavad-Gita, and Ramanuja's commentary on them. For Islam, the focus is on the monistic revolution introduced by
Abu Yazid, which Zaehner traces to the influence of Indian thought and through Junayd's restoration of the theistic
balance to the monism of the late writings of Ghazali.
This volume contains 22 papers from the Society of Biblical Literature's 1995 commemoration of the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library, with special focus on the Apocryphon of John, the Gospel of Thomas, and the
Gospel of Philip.
Cuts through the arcane research of biblical scholarship to present an historical description of the life of Jesus, depicting
him as a social revolutionary who preached a message of radical egalitarianism
The instant New York Times bestseller interpreting the controversial long-lost gospel The recently unearthed Gospel of
Judas is a source of fascination for biblical scholars and lay Christians alike. Now two leading experts on the Gnostic
gospels tackle the important questions posed by its discovery, including: How could any Christian imagine Judas to be
Jesus' favorite? And what kind of vision of God does the author offer? Working from Karen L. King's brilliant new
translation, Elaine Pagels and King provide the context necessary for considering its meaning. Reading Judas plunges
into the heart of Christianity itself and will stand as the definitive look at the gospel for years to come.
Let's Get Down to the Truth
Hypatia—brilliant mathematician, eloquent Neoplatonist, and a woman renowned for her beauty—was brutally murdered by
a mob of Christians in Alexandria in 415. She has been a legend ever since. In this engrossing book, Maria Dzielska
searches behind the legend to bring us the real story of Hypatia's life and death, and new insight into her colorful world.
Historians and poets, Victorian novelists and contemporary feminists have seen Hypatia as a symbol—of the waning of
classical culture and freedom of inquiry, of the rise of fanatical Christianity, or of sexual freedom. Dzielska shows us why
versions of Hypatia's legend have served her champions' purposes, and how they have distorted the true story. She
takes us back to the Alexandria of Hypatia's day, with its Library and Museion, pagan cults and the pontificate of Saint
Cyril, thriving Jewish community and vibrant Greek culture, and circles of philosophers, mathematicians, astronomers,
and militant Christians. Drawing on the letters of Hypatia's most prominent pupil, Synesius of Cyrene, Dzielska constructs
a compelling picture of the young philosopher's disciples and her teaching. Finally she plumbs her sources for the facts
surrounding Hypatia's cruel death, clarifying what the murder tells us about the tensions of this tumultuous era.
The New Jerome Biblical Commentary is quite simply the best Catholic commentary available, to be used for studying
the Scriptures. Aimed at anyone interested in religion and theology, lay or clergy, it is a single-volume containing verseby-verse commentary on all the book of the Bible, complemented by topical articles. The articles present thoroughly up-todate background information that is essential for full appreciation of the texts, at the same time offering the reader a wider
perspective; articles, for example, on the historical Jesus and the early Church.--Comprehensively updated since 1968;
almost two-thirds of the book is new--Extended bibliographies; chapter and verse reference on page headings--Now in
paperback: within the reach of all individuals wishing to study the Scriptures with the aid of a commentary, a paperback
Student edition is available.There are three different bindings: The Hardback Edition has a separate dust jacket; the
Study Hardback Edition is a hardback with a printed paper cover; the Student Edition is a paperback.
Part 2 covers the junctures between the body's "outside" and "inside" by studying the manifestations - or production - of
the soul and the expression of the emotions and, on another level, by examining the speculations inspired by
cenesthesia, pain, and death.
In this fascinating book, Gary Renard and his Ascended Master Teachers, Arten and Pursah, teach you how to integrate
advanced spiritual principles into your everyday life. Doing so leads beyond theory to an experience of the Divine and the
undoing of the ego. Your progress will be accelerated to such a degree that, with continued practice, you can’t help but
stop the need to reincarnate . . . once and for all. Like Gary’s first book, The Disappearance of the Universe, this work
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elaborates on the teachings of two spiritual classics, The Gospel of Thomas and A Course in Miracles. By focusing on a
unique brand of quantum forgiveness, rather than the old-fashioned kind, and taking the understanding of the importance
of thought up to a whole new level, your goal will become nothing less than to break the cycle of birth and death.
In this book, two of the world's leading experts on the scrolls reveal the complete and fascinating story in all its detail: the
amazing discovery, the intense controversies, and the significant revelations. This comprehensive, up-to-date guide is
the def
The Essenes and the Sacred Scrolls from Nag Hammadi and the Dead SeaThe Origin of the Essenes Brotherhood and
the Discovery of the Manuscripts from Nag Hammadi and the Dead Sea Library
Salvation is more than just being saved from sin. Salvation is being saved to the glory of God. We were created in the
likeness and the image of God, and it is His desire for us to be crowned with His glory and honor. The Blood and the
Glory reveals how the power of the Blood of Jesus and the glory of God fit together in God's plan of redemption. This
exciting book draws from the experiences of great leaders of faith from the past to rekindle the power of the Blood of
Jesus in the Church today. Combining personal stories with strong biblical principles, Billye Brim teaches the importance
of depending upon the Blood of Jesus in your daily walk with God. You will understand as never before that without the
Blood of Jesus, it is impossible to be prepared for the glory of God. By using the principles outlined in this book you will
learn: How to use the Blood of Jesus to overcome the enemy How to use the Blood of Jesus to protect your family How
to draw a blood line around your property and possessions How to maintain victory through the Blood of Jesus How the
Blood of Jesus is connected to the outpourings of the Holy Spirit. We are in the last days. The circle of glory is almost
complete. It is through the Blood of Jesus that we can be redeemed to our rightful place of glory and honor in the
kingdom of God.
Gnosis means knowledge. But we are not referring to just any knowledge. Gnosis is knowledge which produces a great
transformation in those who receive it. Knowledge capable of nothing less than waking up man and helping him to
escape from the prison in which he finds himself. That is why Gnosis has been so persecuted throughout the course of
history, because it is knowledge considered dangerous for the religious and political authorities who govern mankind from
the shadows. Every time this religion, absolutely different from the rest, appears before man, the other religions unite to
try to destroy or hide it again. Primordial Gnosis is the original Gnosis, true Gnosis, eternal Gnosis, Gnostic knowledge in
its pure form. Due to multiple persecutions, Primordial Gnosis has been fragmented, distorted and hidden.
In this Spanish bestseller, now available in English for the first time, the famous Biblical scholar Jose Antonio Pagola
reconstructs the historical Jesus with a scholarly exegetical and theological approach. He addresses basic questions
about who Jesus was; how he understood his life; what was the originality of his message; how the vision of the Kingdom
of God centered his life; and why he was executed and who intervened in the process. The author presents a lively and
passionate narrative of Jesus of Nazareth within the milieu of the first century, locating him in his social, economical,
political and religious contexts based on current and accepted research. He also analyzes the perspectives and
conclusions of the most important scholars in this research and presents a profound and extensive scholarly theological
reflection about Jesus.
This wide-ranging handbook presents an overview of our current knowledge on the history of the Bible, enriched with
new information from the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls and scholarship across a wide range of academic disciplines.
Acting as a historical detective, the author of this text strips away the layers of deception and propaganda that surround
the Christian story in a quest to find the real Mary Magdalene, asking such questions as was she a reformed prostitute
who spent the rest of her life in penitence; or was she merely one of the women who followed Jesus?
A profound exploration of the Bible's most controversial book—from the author of Beyond Belief and The Gnostic Gospels
The strangest book of the New Testament, filled with visions of the Rapture, the whore of Babylon, and apocalyptic
writing of the end of times, the Book of Revelation has fascinated readers for more than two thousand years, but where
did it come from? And what are the meanings of its surreal images of dragons, monsters, angels, and cosmic war? Elaine
Pagels, New York Times bestselling author and "the preeminent voice of biblical scholarship to the American public" (The
Philadelphia Inquirer), elucidates the true history of this controversial book, uncovering its origins and the roots of dissent,
violence, and division in the world's religions. Brilliantly weaving scholarship with a deep understanding of the human
needs to which religion speaks, Pagels has written what may be the masterwork of her unique career.
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